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ABSTRACT 

Residential households in low voltage systems in the Czech 

Republic are connected to the distribution network either 

by single phase or by three phases. It is a common practise 

for distribution system operators that the actual phase 

connection information is unknown. The wide spread 

installation of smart meters might help to solve this 

situation. The paper is focused on the use of measured 

voltage profiles from the smart meters in 15-minute 

intervals to identify the phase connection order at all smart 

meters supplied by the same transformer. The method uses 

an algorithm that can be run over the historical data in the 

database. Simplified method of searching for phase 

specific voltage events in reference measurement and its 

response in measurement in all other smart metes have 

been adopted. The phase identification and allocation 

method was applied on real measured data available from 

the pilot project of Smart Region Komorany operated by 

E.ON Distribuce in the Czech Republic. It was found out 

that the method identifies phase order successfully in 

about 82 % of cases, however through possible different 

settings of the method sensitivity or larger historical data 

even better results might be achieved.  

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the electricity is generated and distributed through 
three phase system. Using the three phase alternating 
current system makes it possible to keep the system 
running with small operational power loses, good 
operability and controllability. 
Usually, when such a design is to be planned, some 
simplification are assumed at the beginning [1] 

- Power loads are taken as balanced three phase 
loads. 

- The distribution system (DS) is solved as a one 
phase equivalent circuit, assuming the system 
being completely symmetrical. 

The abovementioned simplifications make it much more 
easier to conduct a standard DS analysis like determination 
of power flow (PF). Based on the results of calculated PF, 
the possible overloading, under- or over-voltage at some 
nodes can be detected and mitigation measures can be 
adopted [2]. 
The standard analysis of PF is very often used as an input 
data generator to many optimization problems, like 
optimal branching and distribution system reconfiguration, 
load balancing, voltage balancing, distributed generation 
placement, var power compensation placement, 

reduction of system loses [3-6] etc. 
Most of the custumers are connected to the DS through 
three phases, but on low voltage (LV) level its quite 
common that lot of customers are connected only to single 
phase. The utility owner usually makes track of the phase 
connection for all customers above LV level, however, on 
the LV level its not very common and it is more likely the 
opposite. The distribution system operator (DSO) barely 
knows the current customer phase connection to any 
reference point in the DS. The information of present exact 
phase connection in LV system seems in most cases as 
untraceable due to the number of changes in the system 
itself, e.g. because of repairs, maintenance and 
development/growth of the DS. Also, the number of 
customers connected on LV is quite huge what’s further 
complicates the problem. 
The phase connection problem is basically in case of single 
phase customers, that they can be connected to DSO 
reference phase L1, L2 or L3 assigned to L1 in any single-
phase meter. In case of three phase customer, there are 6 
possible connections: L123, L312, L231, L132, L321, 
L213.However, the last three options do not appear due to 
reverse phase sequence identified by three-phase meters 
but may emerge as an installation fail. The problem is 
depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Phase connection options 
 
Lot of the optimization techniques mentioned before [3-6] 
etc. lacks the ability to incorporate this kind of input data 
uncertainty and thus makes them unusable in practical 
scenarios. Also, the increasing number of distributed 
generation (DG) in LV network adds to the pressure of 
better monitoring and controllability of LV networks. 
However, the unknown phase allocation adds to the 
constraints of further transformation of LV networks to 
smart grids (SG). 
The problem of incorrect assignment of phase connection 
of end customers has been pointed out by a few researchers 
together with proposed possible solution. The lack of 
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phase connectivity information can be solved by either one 
of the three possible approaches. 

1) The first one is that the phase connections will be 
properly mapped by the maintenance personnel. 
However, this method of using men power is quite 
costly and it is almost impossible to maintain correct 
phase information after every change in DS. 

2) The second method is hardware based. It was 
proposed by some researchers [7,8] to install special 
signal injecting device at distribution transformer 
location. By analysis of the measured voltages at the 
customer location the phases can be matched with 
reference connection at the transformer station. 

3) Third category [9] of recognised options can be 
found in analysing the power measurements at the 
customer location together with some upstream 
reference measurement (i.e. 3-phase measurement at 
the LV side of distribution transformer). Based on 
literature review, the first recognised work here can be 
by Dilek [10,11] who attempted to ‘predict’ (assign) 
phases based on electricity consumption measurements. 
By comparing summed power consumption from all 
customers downstream with the reference measurement 
the correct phase connection can be found. The problem 
of this approach is its possible large solution space, 
where the author adopted Tabu search algorithm. 
Another problem of this approach is that the reference 
measurement measures also time varying power loses 
in the DS which the author tried to predict by 
determining the load flow. As the power consumption 
data was used time series of power measurements 
(usually in 15-minute intervals). Another approach 
using time series of power measurements together with 
mixed integer programming was proposed by Arya 
[12], which is computationally intensive. Works [13,14] 
propose an approach of identifying the phases based on 
the correlation on measured voltage profiles of 
unknown matching phases with measurement at the 
distribution transformer by adopting convolution of 
both signals. The use of Micro-Synchrophasors 
measurement was proposed by [15].  

Lastly, the approach of identifying customer phases based 
on finding phase specific voltage events was proposed by 
Seal [16]. Seal used his proposed method to identify phase 
position of 20 meters from artificially induced voltage 
events in respective phases. In our paper we adopted this 
method and used it to determine phase position by 
searching for naturally occurring voltage events in voltage 
measurement data from Smart Metering Pilot Project 
Komorany. The method itself is thus no much novel, 
however, the paper will focus more on the method setting 
and its applicability on one year of experimental data. Seal 
himself pointed out, that the method needs to be examined 
also on naturally occurring voltage events, witch we found 
as unpublished yet. 

SMART METERING PROJECT KOMORANY 

The performance of the phase identification method 
together with the results is going to be demonstrated on the 
real measured data from Smart Metering Project 
Komorany conducted by DSO E.ON Distribuce Czech 
Republic. 
In the project the DSO installed 232 smart meters (SMs) in 

small village Komorany. The total number of electricity 
meters (ELM) in this area was 267 including 35 older 
meters without data communication to data concentrator. 
The Komorany village is divided into two supply areas 
(Figure 2) each fed by individual MV/LV distribution 
transformer TS AC and TS KG. The TS AC is radial 
network that supplies 98 customers with ELMs consisting 
of 75 SMs (three of them are single phase SMs). The TS 
KG supplies 169 customers equipped by ELM with 157 
SMs (eight of them are single phase SMs). 
Only the instantaneous voltages (1 second rms values) 
were collected together with other measured values from 
the SMs in 15 min intervals during time period form 
October 28, 2016 to September 30, 2017. The voltage was 
stored in the database with 1 V refinement. Both supply 
areas are depicted in Figure 2. The actual connection of the 
SM in this network is unknow yet and can be only found 
by using either man power to map the actual connection, 
or some other techniques suggested in the introduction. 
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Figure 2 Komorany network – supply areas 

PHASE IDENTIFICATION METHOD 

The phase identification method used in this paper is 
principally the same as proposed by Seal [16], however the 
use of this method will be demonstrated on the 
experimental one year worth of data. As proposed by Seal, 
the phase allocation at the customer in LV network can be 
determined from voltage event that happened only in one 
specific phase. As the customers are connected with some 
reference measurement through common impedance 
network, some kind of correlation can be expected. 
However, as pointed out by Seal in three phase ac system, 
the voltage is influenced by active and reactive power and 
so the voltage event may also propagate to other phases. 
Thus, the voltage event has to be specified by some 
constraints. Lets consider time series of voltage 
measurement at customer (abbr. C) (yet without matched 
phases to reference measurement) 

𝑉𝐶𝐿1(𝑡) = {𝑉𝐶𝐿1(𝑡1), 𝑉𝐶𝐿1(𝑡2),… , 𝑉𝐶𝐿1(𝑡𝑚−1), 𝑉𝐶𝐿1(𝑡𝑚),… , 𝑉𝐶𝐿1(𝑡𝑛)}, (1) 

𝑉𝐶𝐿2(𝑡) = {𝑉𝐶𝐿2(𝑡1), 𝑉𝐶𝐿2(𝑡2),… , 𝑉𝐶𝐿2(𝑡𝑚−1), 𝑉𝐶𝐿2(𝑡𝑚),… , 𝑉𝐶𝐿2(𝑡𝑛)}, (2) 

𝑉𝐶𝐿3(𝑡) = {𝑉𝐶𝐿3(𝑡1), 𝑉𝐶𝐿3(𝑡2),… , 𝑉𝐶𝐿3(𝑡𝑚−1), 𝑉𝐶𝐿3(𝑡𝑚),… , 𝑉𝐶𝐿3(𝑡𝑛)}, (3) 

Where t1 to tn denotes the 15-minute voltage samples and 
total number of n samples is considered. Lets further 
consider time synchronized voltage measurement at some 
reference point (abbr. R) 
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𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡) = {𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡1), 𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡2),… , 𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚−1), 𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚),… , 𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑛)}, (4) 

𝑉𝑅𝐿2(𝑡) = {𝑉𝑅𝐿2(𝑡1), 𝑉𝑅𝐿2(𝑡2),… , 𝑉𝑅𝐿2(𝑡𝑚−1), 𝑉𝑅𝐿2(𝑡𝑚),… , 𝑉𝑅𝐿2(𝑡𝑛)}, (5) 

𝑉𝑅𝐿3(𝑡) = {𝑉𝑅𝐿3(𝑡1), 𝑉𝑅𝐿3(𝑡2),… , 𝑉𝑅𝐿3(𝑡𝑚−1), 𝑉𝑅𝐿3(𝑡𝑚),… , 𝑉𝑅𝐿3(𝑡𝑛)}, (6) 

The difference between two consecutive voltage samples 
is considered as an voltage event, thus for n samples  
a vector of voltage differences of length n-1 can be 
obtained as 

𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡) = {𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡2),… , 𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚),… , 𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑛)}, (7) 

Where voltage difference dVRL1(tm) is 

𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚) = 𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚) − 𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚−1), (8) 

Unlike in case of Seal [16], naturally occurring events 
needs to be distinguished from phase nonspecific to phase 
specific. Thus, consider yet not specific coefficients ar1, 
ar2, ac1, ac2, ac3 and acL, arL. As a phase specific voltage 
event at the reference location on the first phase can be 
considered the triplet of voltage measurements compliant 
with the following conditions 

|𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚)| ≥ |𝑎𝑟𝐿|, (9) 

|𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿2(𝑡𝑚)| < |𝑎𝑟1 ∙ 𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚)|, (10) 

|𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿3(𝑡𝑚)| < |𝑎𝑟2 ∙ 𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚)|, (11) 

Lets further consider that the phase specific voltage event 
on phase L1 occurred at time tm. Thus, we are looking for 
similar voltage event at customer SM at the same time tm 
together with its phase occurrence information 

|𝑑𝑉𝐶𝐿1(𝑡𝑚)| ≥ |𝑎𝑐𝐿|, (12) 

|𝑑𝑉𝐶𝐿1(𝑡𝑚)| > |𝑎𝑐1 ∙ 𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1|, (13) 

|𝑑𝑉𝐶𝐿2(𝑡𝑚)| < |𝑎𝑐2 ∙ 𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚)|, (14) 

|𝑑𝑉𝐶𝐿3(𝑡𝑚)| < |𝑎𝑐3 ∙ 𝑑𝑉𝑅𝐿1(𝑡𝑚)|, (15) 

where subscript CL1, CL1, CL2, CL3 can be interchanged 
preserving the obvious logic of conditions (12)-(15) - as 
CL2, CL2, CL1, CL3 or CL3, CL3, CL1, CL2. If the 
condition is fulfilled for one of this three combination there 
is higher probability that the phase CLX of equation (12) 
matches the phase RL1 at reference point. If none of the 
combination is fulfilled the phase specific voltage event at 
reference location haven’t caused phase specific voltage 
event at customer location and thus the phases of the 
customer cannot be matched to RL1 for this particular 
event. To increase the confidence of phase identification 
results multiple voltage events on customers phases 
matching RL1 can be found. The customer phase CLX with 
the highest number of matching events can be said as RL1. 
The same matching is needed for RL2 and RL3, where 
voltage specific events obviously have to occur at times 
different from tm for each reference phase. 

RESULTS 

The method of the previous section was applied to 

measured voltage data from project Komorany. All results 

illustrated graphically in this section are only for TS AC 

area. In the previous section there were introduced seven 

coefficients ar1, ar2, ac1, ac2, ac3, arL, acL. From the data 

processing the coefficients was empirically set as 

𝐴1 = 𝑎𝑟1 = 𝑎𝑟2 = 𝑎𝑐1 = 𝑎𝑐2 = 𝑎𝑐3 = 0.5 (16) 
𝐴2 = 𝑎𝑟𝐿 = 𝑎𝑐𝐿 = 5 (17) 

This setting comes from the fact that for this setting 

enough voltage events for phase identification could had 

been found. Other reasonable setting can be expected only 

for A2>5 with A1∈ (0.2-0.7). As it was pointed out in 

Figure 1, there exist 6 possible connection options together 

with non-defining solution (here denoted as NaN). To find 

the final solution the maximum number of voltage events 

compliant with (1-17) were identified and the customer 

phases were matched with statistically most complied 

conditions. For this setting 749, 23 and 22 voltage specific 

events were recognised for reference phases RL1, RL2 and 

RL3, respectively. As the reference measurement was 

taken one of the SM (no. 66) that was the closest one to the 

TS (due to non-availability of the TS secondary site direct 

measurement). The phases of the customers were matched 

in 57+2 cases. For 13 customers this method failed to 

identify phases with assigning multiple CLX to one RLX, 

or due to not finding any customer voltage specific event 

matching required criteria. Also, for 2 customers the 

reverse phase sequence was detected. The results are 

summarized in Table 1.  

 

Table 1 TS AC phase identification results, reference 
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1   x           37 x             

2           X 38     x         

3     x         39     x         

4 x             40     x         

5     x         41     x         

6             X 42 x             

7     x         43     x         

8 x             44 x             

9   x           45 x             

10 x             46     x         

11             X 47     x         

12   x           48   x           

13             X 49   x           

14             X 50     x         

15 x             51             x 

16     x         52 x             

17             X 53   x           

18 x             54     x         

19     x         55     x         

20             X 56   x           

21 x             57 x             

22   x           58     x         

23             X 59     x         

24 x             60   x           

25   x           61       x       

26 x             62   x           

27   x           63             x 

28   x           64     x         

29 x             65             x 

30     x         66 x             

31 x             67   x           

32     x         68   x           

33             x 69     x         

34       x       70 x             

35 x             71     x         

36   x           72             x 
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Figure 3 Phase identification for different number of 

evaluated events 

 
Figure 5 Correlation between CLX and RL1 – good 

dependency 

The L231 in the table denotes that the CL1 was assigned 

RL2, CL2 was assigned RL3 and CL3 was assigned RL1 

for the particular SM. 

As the phase specific events on reference phase may match 

multiple customer phases the different number of 

statistically evaluated events may end up in different phase 

allocation. As an example of evaluation of 10 events the 

following results might be obtained: 7 RL1 events may 

 
Figure 4 Phase identification for different time 

intervals of measurements 

 
Figure 6 Correlation between CLX and RL1 – poor 

dependency 

match CL1, 1 RL1 event match CL2 and 2 RL1 events 

match CL3. Than the CL1 is recognised as RL1. However, 

from evaluation of different number of events (1, 10, 100, 

etc.) different phase allocation for the SM can be obtained. 

Thus, in case of number of evaluated events on reference 

phases 1, 10, 50, 100 and maximum available events (ev) 

were considered (Figure 3).  

Also, different time intervals might give different results. 
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The events matching CL1 to RL1 might be found only in 

some time interval, however for different time interval 

phase specific voltage events might match CL2 to RL1. 

Thus, different time intervals of available data were 

searched for voltage events and the results are depicted in 

Figure 4. The time intervals were defined by its starting 

day and end day in the data. It was found that most defining 

events happened during the second half year of 

measurement and also that shorter length than half year 

leads to very sparse phase identification solution. In both 

figures the black line connects the reference solution for 

maximum events during one year. Elm number denotes the 

SM number according to Table 1. From both Figures it can 

be seen that in case of some SM the phase identification 

results remained constant for different setting whereas for 

some the solution do not have high confidence and phases 

may match multiple solutions for different settings. 

In Figures 5 a 6 the correlation of multiple events on RL1 

and customer SM is depicted. In Figure 5 an adequate 

dependency can be observed whereas in Figure 6 is 

depicted quite poor dependence. 

CONCLUSION 

It was found out that the phase identification method can 

identify quite reliably the customer phase order in relation 

to reference phases for the majority of analysed SM data. 

The success rate of the method heavily relies on the 

available data quality (i.e. measurement uncertainty, 

resolution, measurement window length, aggregation 

period, aggregation algorithm, voltage fluctuation, time 

synchronization etc.). It would worth investigating this 

method for different kinds of LV networks as the voltage 

events might propagate differently in different impedance 

configurations (radial, meshed etc.). The results are also 

highly dependent on the amount of historical data searched 

for phase specific voltage events. In case of this paper at 

least half year of historical data was necessary to employ, 

however one year is recommended. Phase connection 

order results of this method needs verification with the 

actual hardware connection in this network that will be 

objective of further investigation.  
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